and I Am Cuba (Ia Kuba, 1964) solidified his reputation for highly inventive, often dizzying cinematography (thanks in part to his celebrated cameraman Sergei Urusevsky). It was through these films, in fact, that Kalatozov helped reinvigorate Soviet cinema, which had remained relatively dormant in the years immediately following World War II but sprung to life with the so-called Thaw, as the country's artistic restrictions lessened appreciably under Nikita Khrushchev.
Although working some thirty years after his impressive start in the waning years of the silent era, Kalatozov maintained significant ties to this earliest and extremely fertile period of Soviet cinema, when Soviet cinema leaped to the forefront of filmmaking innovation. Even a cursory look at Kalatozov's later films reveals a distinctively silent-era sensibility and, in particular, a use of image, emotion, and sound that had its kinesthetic roots in what were the melodramatic chords and agitational fervor of the 1920s silent era. By focusing on Kalatozov's later films, most notably I Am Cuba, an epic look at the Cuban revolution that has received surprisingly little scholarly attention, I will argue in this article that throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s Kalatozov aggressively revived the experimental spirit of silent Soviet cinema. 1 In I Am Cuba, most notably, Kalatozov returned to the melodramatic agitprop and revolutionary monumentality of the early Soviet silent period-particularly that produced by Sergei
Eisenstein-and of his own youth. Replicating the powerful avant-garde mélange of mass propaganda and cinematic innovation within the more contemporary context of the 1960s, Kalatozov used melodrama's exaggerated pathos and unabashed appeal to the emotions to usher in a celebration of silent film that conceptually strove to recreate the profound visual effect that had made silent cinema such an effective vehicle for propaganda. I Am Cuba, in this light, emerges as a paean of sorts to the silent era, melodrama, and Kalatozov's impressive cinematic lineage.
Melodrama, it should be emphasized, flourished during the silent film era. As Thomas
Elsaesser has explained in his extensive discussion of cinema's impulse toward melodrama, silent films inherently tended toward the melodramatic due to the medium's complete lack of live dialogue and repeated use of piano accompaniment for dramatic emphasis. 2 The term melodrama, in fact, originally signified a drama accompanied by music; hence, the piano accompaniment of silent films often generated a distinctly melodramatic aesthetic, a sensibility replete with overwrought emotion and heart wrenching narrative turns. Silent filmmakers-from D.W. Griffith to Evgenii Bauer to Vsevolod Pudovkin-would develop melodramatic styles and plots to offset the inherent muteness of the medium, whereby silent melodramatic epics, with their distinct moral clarity and unabashed elicitation of its audience's indignation toward injustice, emerged as one of the most prevalent genres in film industries as diverse as Hollywood and Soviet Russia.
Once silent Soviet cinema took shape in the 1920s, melodrama presented a convenient means for attracting and influencing large, diverse audiences, as both mainstream and more experimental filmmakers appealed to their viewers' visceral desire for revolutionary justice.
Mirroring the prevailing trends in early Soviet theater, heroic melodrama allowed for politically relevant ideology as well as innovative aesthetics in the country's burgeoning film industry.
"The melodramatic form is the best form for cinema," Lunacharsky declared in 1924, for it could explicitly promote "revolutionary heroes, arousing the sympathy and the pride of the revolutionary classes." 3 Despite its often exaggerated tug at the emotions, melodrama could be expediently fashioned by early Soviet artists as agitprop-a variation on the short propagandistic suffer, and it is only Soviet power and its socialist ingenuity and industrial know-how that can alleviate-and implicitly eradicate-the grief and heart-wrenching misery found in this unforgiving mountainous region. And also implicit in Salt for Svanetia is the idea that Soviet cinema itself can help alleviate the grief and rampant destitution so vividly on display in this film.
After the quick passing of the silent era and emergence of sound, which roughly Cuba and its undeniably creative camera work. The film, however, quickly ran up against harsh criticism in the Soviet Union upon its release in 1964 and was subsequent shelved, a negative reception that undoubtedly points to the difficulties many had interpreting and emotionally processing the silent-era spirit of propaganda and experimentation underscoring the film.
Although the initial critical reaction to Kalatozov's film was mixed in the Soviet Union ("For me," wrote one critic in an ominous tone typical for the time, "it is personally very sad that the film I Am Cuba did not rise to the political and artistic heights that we expected from it, and it should serve as food for thought for the creators of the film"), the criticism quickly shifted to something even harsher, as the film became politically unviable in a Soviet Union that had shifted away from the Thaw to a more repressive, rigid attitude toward the arts and artistic innovation under Leonid Brezhnev.
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Despite directing his film more than three decades after the emergence of sound in cinema, Kalatozov conspicuously fashioned I Am Cuba as a silent work. While music abounds, relatively little live dialogue can be found in the film, save a smattering of political discussions and stilted conversations between Spanish-speaking prostitutes and English-speaking tourists.
Instead, a lyrical narrative penned by the Soviet poet Evgenii Evtushenko accompanies the film's vivid, poetic imagery that frames various melodramatic events surrounding the Cuban revolution that transpired between 1953 and 1959. Throughout the film, the various characters who find themselves caught up in the overthrow of Cuban President Fulgencio Batista and the simultaneous emergence of Fidel Castro remain practically mute, uttering words only sparingly and in a way that seems more akin to emphatic silent intertitles than live dialogue. In fact, it often song-the rhythms of the pre-Castro Havana nightlife scene and the street-that predominates, as if to provide musical accompaniment to the otherwise silent scenes of social injustice. All utterances, moreover, seem secondary to and slightly detached from Kalatozov and Urusevsky's dizzying array of images. Even in the film's most violent scenes of revolution, silence prevails, with no natural sound audible, save the eerie strumming of a guitar, the gushing of water coming out of hoses, or the chilling crack of a pistol firing. By playing so intentionally with sound and rendering it secondary to the film's impressive cinematography, Kalatozov not only evokes the spirit of 1920s silent cinema but also lends a melodramatic focus to Cuba's revolutionary history, as he dramatically amplifies the bloody events implicitly leading to Batista's sudden downfall and Castro's dramatic rise to power.
The action of I Am Cuba, which is divided into four distinct stories that are only tangentially linked, continually shifts from scenes of violence to scenes of tranquility and peace, and vice versa, all in a manner quite characteristic of melodrama. Take, for instance, the opening shots of the film that unexpectedly shift, by means of a typical Kalatozov jump-cut, from a quiet natural scene on a river flowing through lush jungle to the urban landscape and raucous music Cuba -American tourists, the pious yet fallen woman "Betty," a poor sugar cane farmer, Enrique, his comrade Alberto, and the poor pacifist farmer-prove one-dimensional at best.
Rather than materializing as full-fledged characters, they serve as foils for the revolutionary message and, in particular, its melodrama, supporting Gerould's contention that "characters in melodrama are devoid of individuality, either personal or everyday realistic; they are interesting to the spectator, not in themselves." 12 Like characters in a silent film, they ultimately prove unable to express nuance as their often silent actions and the overwrought predicaments they find themselves in propel the melodramatic narrative forward. Moreover, the early Soviet cinema practice of typage-or visually stereotyped characters-permeates so much of I Am Cuba: be it the Americans in the nightclub drawing straws to see who gets which prostitute, the brash Depicting the despair of a peasant who burns the fruits of his labor, we are invited to admire the beauty of the fire and to marvel once again at the artistry of the camera work. We are not allowed to ignore this masterful work even when bombs kill a child. … But please forgive me, this is insulting. The death of a child, broken love, the grief of a miserable man, anger that leads to the despair of an entire people -all of this is hardly the basis for such narcissism. 
